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Carbon implantation at the nanoscale is highly desired for the engineering of defect-based qubits
in a variety of materials, including silicon, diamond, SiC and hBN. However, the lack of focused
carbon ion beams does not allow for the full disclosure of their potential for application in quantum
technologies. Here, we develop and use a carbon source for focused ion beams for the simultaneous
creation of two types of quantum emitters in silicon, the W and G centers. Furthermore, we apply
a multi-step implantation protocol for the programmable activation of the G centers with sub-100-
nm resolution. This approach provides a route for significant enhancement of the creation yield of
single G centers in carbon-free silicon wafers. Our experimental demonstration is an important step
towards nanoscale engineering of telecom quantum emitters in silicon of high crystalline quality and
isotope purity.

Solid-state single-photon emitters are building blocks
for photonic quantum technologies [1, 2]. One promising
implementation is based on optically active atomic de-
fects, also known as color centers. They can be created at
the desired positions of optoelectronic devices and nanos-
tructures using focused ion beams (FIB) [3, 4], providing
important resources for quantum networks, on-chip in-
formation processing and different sensing modalities [5].
However, the lack of certain ion sources for FIB may
prevent scalability of this approach for different material
systems.

A particular example is the G center in silicon, which
is a carbon related defect consisting of two carbon sub-
stitutional and one silicon interstitial atoms [6, 7]. Very
recently, it has attracted much attention as a single pho-
ton source (SPE) in the fiber-telecommunication O-band
[8, 9]. Wafer scale nanofabrication of single G cen-
ters with high probability [10] and their integration into
nanophotonic cavities with a multiple enhancement of
the photoluminescence (PL) [11, 12] can unlock a path-
way for exciting applications in quantum cryptography
and photonic quantum processing compatible with the
silicon-based semiconductor technology [8–19].

The most frequently used protocol for the fabrication
of G centers is based upon carbon implantation followed
by annealing and activation [20, 21]. The skipping or
modification of the last step results in randomly dis-
tributed single G centers [9, 22, 23]. Using pulsed laser
annealing, G centers can be activated locally in control-
lable way [24–26], but the diffraction limit of the laser
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spot and heat diffusion impose restrictions on the locality.
In an alternative approach, the local activation of single
G centers with sub-100-nm resolution has been realized
using carbon-rich silicon wafer and Si-FIB [10]. However,
this approach is not compatible with high-purity isotopi-
cally enriched 28Si-wafers possessing low residual carbon
concentration [27]. The existence of a carbon source for
C-FIB would allow scalable and programmable engineer-
ing of single G centers in optoelectonic devices and pho-
tonic nanostructures fabricated from high-purity materi-
als.

Based on our long-term experience in the development
and production of liquid metal alloy ion sources, a first
carbon ion emitting source was developed in the past [28].
Due to its instability and very short lifetime, this ion
source was never used for the creation of color centers.
Because of the increased interest of the community in
such a source, the source formation process has been re-
considered and optimized, and the current procedure is
summarized below.

The formation of a low melting point alloy from carbon
and a second element is hindered by the thermodynamic
properties of carbon it self and the tendency to form high
melting point carbides with many if not all metals. How-
ever, a composition of 20 mol% carbon and 80 mol%
cerium, forms an eutectic alloy with a theoretical melting
point of 661◦C at the thermodynamic equilibrium [29].
This compound has a very low vapor pressure, an ad-
ditional requirement for a good liquid metal alloy ion
source (LMAIS), of around 8× 10−15 mbar [30]. To form
and melt the alloy, it can be overheated for a short pe-
riod of time to a vapor pressure of 10−6 mbar at around
1167◦C [30]. Tungsten emitter were electrochemically
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FIG. 1. Mass-to-charge ratio spectra and image of CeC emit-
ter. The intensity is normalized to the most abundant beam
component of Ce2+ ions (86.3%). Components from atomic
carbon ions C+ (0.18%) or carbon cluster ions C+

2 (0.06%)
and C+

3 (0.04%) are shown in brown. Ce ions are shown in
pink (1.2% Ce3+). Other contributions can be filtered and
are indicated in gray. An image of the heated CeC emitter is
shown in the inset.

etched as well as tantalum emitters were mechanically
sharpened and could be wetted by the eutectic alloy.

The ion beam composition of multiple source has been
analyzed by measuring mass-to-charge ratio spectra us-
ing a Wien filter (Fig. 1) in a high resolution test-setup
at HZDR as well as in a VELION FIB/SEM at Raith
Nanofabrication. The most abundant emitted ions are
Ce2+ ions with 86.3%, followed by 2.9% Ce+ and heavier
cluster ions from Ce and C. Even thought 20 mol% of
carbon has been mixed into the alloy, the total intensity
of atomic or cluster ions from carbon is only 0.28%. Car-
bon has a much higher first ionization energy of 11.1 eV
compared to 5.5 eV for Ce, resulting in a higher extrac-
tion field required to create carbon ions.

We measured a contribution of 0.18% of C+ which
is still more than sufficient beam current for color cen-
ter creation. An total emission current of 10µA was
used which, after mass filtering and beam collimation
by apertures, resulted in a C+ beam current of around
1 pA. Additional peaks from impurities found in the com-
plete spectra (not shown) could be identified as Al, Fe,
Cu, Lu, Pt, Bi which probably originate from the raw
cerium source material. These contributions can easily
be filtered using the Wien filter and do not contribute
to the implantation itself. The observed Al contami-
nation, likely originated from an ionic exchange of Ce
and Al from the Al2O3 crucible used in the preparation
process. Consequently tantalum crucibles were used for
subsequent melting and source loading runs. The C+ ion
beam could be focused into a spot size less than 50 nm,
and a total source lifetime of around 80 hours has been
achieved.

In order to demonstrate the advantage of our C-FIB,
we use a high-purity (100) p-type silicon wafer with re-
sistivity of 3500Ω cm grown by Floating Zone (FZ) tech-
nique. It has low residual carbon concentration below

(b)

(a)

FIG. 2. PL spectra at T = 7K form a high-purity silicon wafer
after ion implantation. (a) Implantation with double-charged
Si2+ ions to a fluence of 1 × 1012 cm−2 at an acceleration
potential of 20 kV. Inset shows the atomic configuration of
the W center. (b) Implantation with single-charged C+ ions
to a fluence of 1 × 1012 cm−2 at an acceleration potential of
40 kV. The inset shows the atomic configuration of the G
center.

1015 cm−3. For comparision, we start with the implanta-
tion of doubly-charged Si2+ ions at an acceleration po-
tential of 20 kV, i.e., with an implantation kinetic energy
of 40 keV. This energy corresponds to the mean implan-
tation depth of 60 nm. We use a Si-FIB to create a frame
with an implantation fluence Φ = 1 × 1012 cm−2. After
implantation, we measure PL in a confocal microscope
at a temperature T = 7K using a continuous wave exci-
tation at 637 nm. The details of the experimental setup
are presented elsewhere [10].
A PL spectrum after Si-FIB implantation into high-

purity silicon is presented in Fig. 2(a). It is dominated
by the zero-phonon line (ZPL) at λW = 1218 nm, which
is the fingerprint of the W center [31]. It consists of three
Si interstitials Sii − Sii − Sii [32], as schematically shown
in the inset of Fig. 2(a). Obviously, the probability to
create G centers, consisting of two C substitutional and
one Si interstitial [7], in a high-purity silicon wafer is very
low. Its atomic configuration CSi − Sii − CSi is schemat-
ically shown in the inset of Fig. 2(b). The spectroscopic
fingerprint of the G center is the ZPL at λG = 1278 nm
[21]. From the comparison of the relative ZPL intensities
in Fig. 2(a), we estimate the probability to create the G
centers under Si implantation due to the residual carbon
doping IG/IW < 0.05 (Table I).
To increase the probability of the creation of the G cen-

ters, we use now our C-FIB with singly-charged C+ ions.
The implantation kinetic energy of 40 keV corresponds
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FIG. 3. Co-creation of W and G centers with implantation
of C+ ions. (a) Confocal map of the PL below the silicon
bandgap after local implantation with a C-FIB. The nominal
number of implanted C+ (n̄C) ions is indicated for each row.
The scale bar is 10µm. (b) PL spectrum from one implan-
tation spot in the row with n̄C = 2300. The arrow indicates
the ZPL from the W center. The shadowed area represents
the noise floor. (c) PL spectrum from another implantation
spot in the same row. The arrow indicates the ZPL from
the G center. The shadowed area represents the noise floor.
(d) Second-order autocorrelation function g2(τ) from one of
the implantation spots with a spectrally filtered contribution
from the G center. The brown solid curve is a fit. The error
bars represent standard deviation.

to the implantation depth of 125 nm. A typical PL spec-
trum after implantation fluence Φ = 1 × 1012 cm−2 is
shown in Fig. 2(b). The ZPL ratio IG/IW > 0.4 indi-
cates similar density of the W and G centers. In contrast
to Si implantation, C ions not only displace Si atoms from
the lattice, creating interstitials Sii, but also form carbon
substitutional pairs CSi − CSi. The dynamical formation
of such carbon pairs could be strongly favored under cer-
tain implantation conditions [33, 34].

To demonstrate the co-creation of the W and G cen-
ters, we perform local implantation with C-FIB and cre-
ate a pattern, similar to our earlier experiments with Si-
FiB [10]. The number of implanted of C+ ions per spot
varies from n̄C = 1100 to n̄C = 6000 and the correspond-

TABLE I. Ratio between the ZPL of the G ans W centers
depending on the implantation protocol.

Single step Single step Multi-step
Si2+ C+ C+

< 0.05 > 0.4 > 7

FIG. 4. Activation of G centers using multi-step implantation
and annealing. (a) PL spectrum in an as-grown high-purity
silicon wafer. (b) Step 1: PL spectrum after broad-beam
implantation with C+ ions to a fluence of 1 × 1012 cm−2 at
an acceleration potential of 13 kV. (c) Step 2: PL spectrum
after annealing at a temperature of 500◦C for two hours. (d)
Step 3: PL spectrum from a locally activated area using C-
FIB.

ing confocal PL map after implantation is presented in
Fig. 3(a). The number of implanted C+ ions is the nomi-
nally the same for each row, though the real number sta-
tistically fluctuates around n̄C. We use a 1200-nm long-
pass filter to suppress the PL from the silicon bandgap
but detect the PL from the W and G centers, including
their ZPLs and phonon side bands (PSBs).

We do not detect any PL from the implanted spots for
n̄C < 1600, indicating that this is the threshold value for
the creation of single defects. Figure 3(b) shows a PL
spectrum from one of the implantation spots with the
ZPL λW = 1218 nm, which points at a single W cen-
ter. The PL from another implantation spot is presented
in Fig. 3(c). It has the ZPL at λG = 1278 nm, corre-
sponding to the G center. We note that the creation of
a particular type of defects depends on both local envi-
ronment and stochastic ion propagation in the crystal.
To prove the creation of single defects, we use an addi-
tional bandpass filter tuned to the ZPL of the G center
and measure the second-order autocorrelation function
g2(τ), as shown in Fig. 3(d). From a standard fit of the
experimental data [35], we find g2corr(0) = 0.7 ± 0.1 and
after the background correction g2(0) → 0.

To further increase the probability of the creation of
G centers, we now apply a multi-step implantation and
annealing protocol (Fig. 4). A PL spectrum in the as-
grown silicon wafer has some background due residual
defects with energy states in the silicon bandgap is shown
in Fig. 4(a). We then perform a broad beam C+ im-
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FIG. 5. Photon count rate from G centers as a function of the
number of implanted C+ ions for single and two-step implan-
tation protocols. The solid lines are fits to a power law knα

C.
The dashed line is the extrapolation to the noise floor. The
vertical thin dashed lines indicate the minimum number of
implanted C+ ions required to detect the PL from G centers
for different implantation protocols.

plantation with an energy of 13 keV (corresponding to
the mean implantation depth of 46 nm) and a fluence
Φ = 1× 1012 cm−2. A PL spectrum after this implanta-
tion is presented in Fig. 4(b). The ratio between the ZPL
intensity of the G and W centers is similar to that after
the C-FIB implantation of Fig. 2(b) with higher energy,
indicating that for the given range IG/IW is independent
of the implantation energy.

To form the layer of the substitutional carbon pairs
CSi − CSi and recover the silicon crystal structure after
implantation damage, we perform annealing at a temper-
ature of 500◦C over two hours. Indeed, the PL spectrum
shown in Fig. 4(c) indicates the absence of the W and
G centers in the PL spectrum. In the final step, we per-
form local activation of quantum emitters using our C-
FIB. Due to possible thermally-induced diffusion of the
implanted C+ ions (the first implantation step) during
annealing, we use higher implantation energy of 20 keV.
The corresponding mean implantation depth of 67 nm
and the in-depth distribution of 28 nm, but with a maxi-
mum of collision events around 45 nm ensures the overlap
of the first and second implantation layers. A PL spec-
trum from an implanted spot is presented in Fig. 4(d).
It shows the preferential formation of the G centers com-
pared to the W centers IG/IW > 7 (Table I).

It is worth noting that there are two types of carbon-
related emitters in silicon with the same spectral position
of the ZPL but not identical optical properties, which are
recently referred to as the G and G* centers [36]. Due to
the observation of the E line at around λE = 1380 nm in
the PL spectrum of Fig. 4(d), we associate the observed
emission with the G centers but not with the G* centers.

A further advantage of the multi-step implantation is
demonstrated in Fig. 5, where the creation yield of the
G center is compared for different protocols. We analyze
the photon count rate from the G centers as a function of
the number of implanted C+ ions. In case of the single-
step implantation protocol with an energy of 20 keV, the

photon count rate, i.e., the number of created G cen-
ters, increases linearly with nC. We obtain the thresh-
old value of about [nC]min ≈ 2000, corresponding to the
creation yield of 1/[nC]min ≈ 0.05%. For the two-step
implantation protocol, the photon count rate increases
sub-linearly following n0.6

C , which is very similar to that
observed in a carbon-rich silicon wafer [8]. The creation
threshold of the G center decreases to [nC]min ≈ 150,
corresponding to the increase of the creation yield by
one order of magnitude to 1/[nC]min ≈ 0.7%. However,
this value is still one order of magnitude lower than in
the carbon-rich silicon after annealing [10]. Further op-
timization of the multi-step implantation protocol, such
as implantation fluence and temperature as well as an-
nealing temperature and duration, is required, which is
beyond the scope of this paper.

In conclusion, the optimized CeC source formation pro-
tocol used in this work resulted in a useful C+ ion current
of a few pA and a source lifetime of close to 100 hours.
Contamination in particular by Al could be avoided us-
ing tantalum crucibles. Due to the low mass of carbon,
a high-purity ion beam without contamination can be
achieved using a Wien filter. These values are more than
sufficient for the demonstrated application based on the
implantation of only small numbers of ions in spatially
confined areas. Using the C-FIB, we can locally acti-
vate two types of single-photon emitters in high-purity
silicon with sub-100-nm resolution. One type of emitter,
the W center consisting of three interstitial Si atoms,
is generated in the as-grown wafer. The combination of
multi-step implantation and single-step annealing is used
to programmatically activate the G center, a quantum
emitter composed of one Si and two C atoms. For the
multi-step fabrication protocol, the creation yield of the
G centers per carbon ion is increased by about one order
of magnitude compared to the single-step protocol.

Apart from the G center in silicon, the carbon impurity
has been identified as the source of visible single-photon
emission from single VBV

−
N defects in hBN [37]. This is

the only defect in 2D materials, on which the optically de-
tected magnetic resonance (ODMR) on a single spin has
been reported so far [38]. Furthermore, the implantation
of C+ ions is crucial for the creation of room-temperature
single-spin qubits in SiC based on the PL6 defects with
a high ODMR readout contrast [39]. The creation, isola-
tion and application of single TR12 centers in diamond
for room-temperature vector magnetometry, i.e., alterna-
tive to the NV defect, has been also realized using 12C
ion implantation [40]. Therefore, our approach with C-
FIB is applicable for creating single-photon emitters and
single-spin sensors in various material platforms.
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EXPERIMENTAL SECTION

Focused ion beam

The focused ion beam implantations were carried out
utilizing a commercial mass-separated Raith VELION
FIB-SEM system. The system accelerates the ion with
up to +35 kV and is equipped with a Wien filter to se-
lect the ionic species according to their mass-to-charge
ratio. The implantation accuracy is in the range of the
beam resolution of sub 10 nm, depending on the energy,
the mass of the ions and the ion current. The samples
can be positioned with high accuracy using a laser inter-
ferometer stage while avoiding ion beam exposure and
unwanted implantations. The ion current is measured in
a Faraday cup and varies less than 0.5% per hour. The
ion beam is scanned over the sample with electrostatic
multipole elements and each site of the sample is irradi-
ated for a calculated short amount of time to control the
local implantation fluence.

Confocal microscope

All measurements reported in this work were per-
formed using a home-built, low-temperature confocal mi-
croscope. The confocal imaging system is built-up based
on a customized closed-cycle helium cryostat (attocube,

attoDRY800). The incident laser 637 nm laser beam is
adjusted by a variable optical alternator. Both, the laser
excitation path and PL detection are fiber-coupled. A
dichroic mirror is used to direct the laser onto the silicon
sample, which is focused via an objective. The sample is
located on top of a nanopositioning system and visualized
by a fiber-coupled white light LED to locate the region of
interest. The PL emerging from quantum emitters and
the portion of the laser beam reflected from the sample
are separated from each other by a second dichroic mirror
and longpass filter. The PL is detected either by super-
conducting nanowire single-photon detectors (SNSPD)
or using an InGaAs photodiode array (PDA) for wave-
length selective measurements. In the Hanbury Brown
and Twiss (HBT) configuration, the PL signal is split by
a fiber-coupled beam splitter in a 50/50 ratio in order to
record the second-order autocorrelation function.
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